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HAZARD ADAMS PAPERS
Accession No. 4501
CONTAINER LIST

LIST OF MATERIALS UNPUBLISHED

1  Typescript of The Book of Yeats’s Poems
    Various notes and drafts for The Book of Yeats’s Vision
    Typescripts for The Book of Yeats’s Vision
2  Notes, typescripts, and page proofs for Joyce Cary’s Trilogies
    Typescript and page proofs for Philosophy of the Literary Symbolic
3  Manuscripts and typescripts for Home
3-4  Various typescript versions of Many Pretty Toys
4  Various typescript drafts of The Truth About Dragons and proofs
5-6  Various drafts and proofs of The Horses of Instruction
6-7  Drafts of poems for The Farm at Richwood; files of reviews of various books including some
    letters from people about The Truth About Dragons; files of drafts of essays, lectures, and speeches, some unpublished.

PUBLISHED WRITINGS

7  Reviews and essays
8  Poems, contributions to books, books edited and books written by Hazard Adams
9  Books edited and books written by Adams